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SEOUL: US heavy bombers and stealth jet fighters took part
in a joint live fire drill in South Korea yesterday, intended as
a show of force against the North after its latest missile
launch. “South Korean and US air forces conducted an air
interdiction exercise in order to strongly cope with North
Korea’s repeated firing of ballistic missiles and develop-
ment of nuclear weapons,” the South’s air force said in a
statement.

Two B-1B “Lancer” bombers from Guam and four F-35B
stealth jet fighters from the Marine Corps’ Iwakuni airbase in
Japan conducted the drill, with four South Korean jet fighters
also taking part. B-1B overflights of the peninsula from
Guam, a US territory in the Pacific, infuriate the North, which
cited them when it announced a plan to fire a salvo of mis-
siles towards the island. It was one of the moves that saw
tensions spiral this month, along with a new set of UN
Security Council sanctions, US President Donald Trump’s
apocalyptic warning to rain “fire and fury” on Pyongyang,
and culminating with the North firing a missile over Japan on
Tuesday. 

China yesterday condemned “destructive” calls for further
sanctions, warning Japan, the US and Britain that diplomacy
was needed to avert a crisis. Foreign ministry spokeswoman
Hua Chunying said sanctions alone “cannot fundamentally
resolve the issue”, amid reports the three countries were
pushing for new restrictions on North Korean oil imports and
foreign workers. 

“The current situation on the Korean peninsula is not a
screenplay, it’s not a computer game. It is a real situation
that directly bears on the security of the people on the
peninsula and the whole regional peace and tranquility,” she
said. On a visit to Japan yesterday, British Prime Minister
Theresa May said London and Tokyo would work together to
pressure North Korea “including by increasing the pace of
sanctions” against Pyongyang”.

Frustrated Trump 
The UN Security Council has already imposed seven sets

of sanctions on Pyongyang, the most recent of which were
passed earlier this month, but the measures have done little
to quell Kim Jong-Un’s nuclear missile ambitions. In response
to the latest missile launch, a frustrated Trump took to
Twitter to condemn Pyongyang, saying “the US has been
talking to North Korea, and paying them extortion money,
for 25 years. Talking is not the answer!” 

Yesterday’s live fire drill took place at the Pilseung shoot-
ing range in Gangwon province, some 150 kilometers south
of the Demilitarized Zone dividing the two Koreas. A South
Korean air force spokesman said it was separate from the
annual Ulchi Freedom Guardian (UFG) joint exercises, which
wrapped up yesterday. Tens of thousands of South Korean
and US troops took part in the largely computer-simulated
exercise that ran for two weeks in the South.

The annual drills are viewed by nuclear-armed Pyongyang
as a highly provocative rehearsal for invasion, and it always
meets them with threats of strong military counteraction. A
US Forces Korea official told the Yonhap news agency that
Washington had avoided sending bombers to Korea during
the UFG exercises “in hopes that the reduced scale would
send a positive signal to North Korea and the region”, but
Pyongyang had responded with a series of provocations.

The North’s state media called Tuesday’s Hwasong-12
intermediate range missile flight over northern Japan “a part
of the muscle-flexing” against the war games. Leader Kim
Jong-Un called for more launches into the Pacific, the KCNA
news agency said. North Korea says it needs nuclear weapons
to protect itself against the US and analysts say Pyongyang
has made rapid strides in its ballistic technology in defiance
of seven sets of United Nations resolutions. In July it conduct-
ed two successful ICBM launches which appeared to bring
most of the US mainland into range. —AFP 

Cultural exchange 

programs fear visa cuts

from Trump order

MINNEAPOLIS: Officials who run a popular language and
cultural immersion program in the north woods of
Minnesota are warning that potential changes in visa
rules could make it hard for them to hire enough instruc-
tors. The Minnesota program’s alert is part of a larger
push by cultural exchange programs nationwide to draw
attention to the possible impact of President Donald
Trump’s “Buy American, Hire American” executive order.

Christine Schulze, executive director of Concordia
Language Villages, wrote a letter this week urging alumni
and other supporters around the country to contact their
congressional representatives and ask them to ensure
that international exchange programs are excluded from
Trump’s order. The Wall Street Journal reported this week
that the Trump administration is considering major
reductions in J-1 visas for cultural exchange programs as
it implements the executive order.

Trump signed the order in April on a trip to Kenosha,
Wisconsin. It’s aimed mainly at ensuring that highly
skilled technology jobs go to Americans rather than for-
eigners with H1-B visas who will work for less, and
strengthening “buy American” requirements for govern-
ment purchases. But it may ultimately affect other cate-
gories of workers, too, such as foreign college students
who take summer obs in the US.

Concordia Language Villages, a program of Concordia
College in Moorhead, gathers more than 10,000 people a
year from all 50 states and more than 40 countries to
camps near Bemidji and other sites in northern
Minnesota as either staff or students. That includes nearly
200 people on J-1 visas. Students, known as “villagers,”
include young people and adults. Besides seasonal pro-
grams at various locations, the program also offers seven
year-round, architecturally authentic “villages” near
Bemidji that represent cultures speaking Finnish, French,
German, Russian, Norwegian, Spanish and Swedish.

Grave mistake 
“These staff offer language and cultural skills that

ensure top quality instruction” in an immersion setting,
Schultze said in her letter. “The international staff are vital
members of the Concordia Language Villages community
and help us provide an incomparable educational oppor-
tunity for thousands of young people in the state of
Minnesota and across the country on an annual basis.”

Concordia Language Villages is making its appeal as
part of a broader initiative by the Alliance for
International Exchange, a national umbrella group for
cultural exchange programs. 

Schulze said she had met in recent days with alliance
staff and member organizations in Washington about
their next steps. The alliance said a number of cultural
exchange programs are at risk if the Trump administra-
tion curtails privately funded J-1 visa programs, including
categories for camp counselors, summer work travel, au
pairs and others. “We believe this is a grave mistake -
elimination of these programs would have a negative
impact on local communities, employers, and families
nationwide, while dramatically weakening our public
diplomacy efforts,” said Ilir Zherka, executive director of
the alliance, in an action alert to its member groups and
supporters. —AP

US heavy bombers, jets in show 

of force against North Korea

S Korea, US conduct air interdiction exercise

MARYLAND: President Donald Trump waves as he
steps off Air Force One as he arrives at Andrews Air
Force Base, Maryland. —AP

SEOUL: This handout photo provided by South Korean Defense Ministry in Seoul shows South Korean F-15K
fighter jets and US F-35B stealth jet fighters flying over South Korea during a joint military drill aimed to
counter North Korea’s latest missile test. — AFP


